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This panel will describe and assess a yearlong collaboration between UCSC
reference librarians and composition faculty. 2 librarians and 2 instructors
will address and assess a yearlong collaboration at our institution. Along with
a small pilot group of faculty at our campus, we undertook to collaborate on
pedagogy, strategies and best practices with which to integrate librarybased
research tasks into firstyear writing courses. Building on recent research in
the field which urged a shift towards thinking about reference librarians "in
terms of teaching rather than service" (Columbia University 2007), and with the
encouraging prompting from our librarians, this collaboration has resulted in a
new way to create an integrated librarywriting class.

I. ACCOMPLISHMENTS and EVALUATION
● Describe what was achieved during the time period of the grant.
I traveled to the 4Cs conference in Louisville, Kentucky to participate in a
panel.

●

What aspects were completed as proposed? If your study could not be completed as proposed,
explain how your plans were altered.

Not applicable

●

Did the project accomplish what it intended? Did it make a difference?
○ Include any relevant quantitative data, if applicable (e.g. How many individuals have
benefited from this project? In what way? This may include various output measures such
as circulation, reference transactions, program attendance, survey responses, etc. as
appropriate.)
○ Include any anecdotes, if applicable.

Not applicable

●

What would you do differently next time, if anything?

Not applicable

●

What advice do you have for others applying for LAUC research grants?

Not applicable

II. IS YOUR PROJECT COMPLETED? Yes_X_ No__
If No, what is needed to complete the project? Is more time needed? Or more funds?

III. FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Please explain how the funds received were spent. Attach your original budget and indicate how well
your estimates matched with actual expenditures. Receipts are not necessary.
Summary of the Budget
Round trip, San Jose, CA to Louisville, KY $411.28
Hotel, 2 nights(144x2) $331.22
Shuttle $ 30
$772.50

IV. SHARING YOUR PRODUCT/RESULTS
What are your plans for disseminating the results of your work? If it will be a web page or product, or
published article or book, when will it be available to the public? Include citations/URLs if known.
Not applicable

V. NOTE
Information included in this report may be reprinted or posted on the web for dissemination to UCOP,
other UC Libraries, and future potential LAUC grant applicants.

